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A management method for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory (RAM) while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory is disclosed. A physical memory set is constructed from a plurality of physical memory blocks in the flash memory. A logical set is constructed from a plurality of logical blocks wherein the data stored in the logical set are stored in the physical memory set. Further, the data stored in each of the logical blocks are stored in one number of physical memory blocks. A mapping table is constructed and includes a hash function, a logical set table, a physical memory set table, and a set status table for managing the relationship among the physical memory sets, physical memory blocks, and logical blocks while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory. Further, the management method operates and maintains the physical memory sets, the physical memory blocks, and the logical blocks at a set level so that the utilization rate of random access memory is reduced to decrease the access capacity of the random access memory while operating the physical memory blocks and the logical blocks of the flash memory.
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MANAGEMENT METHOD FOR REDUCING UTILIZATION RATE OF RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY (RAM) USED IN FLASH MEMORY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method for managing the utilization rate of memory, and more particularly to a management method for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory (RAM) to decrease the access capacity of the random access memory while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Regarding the technical field of the conventional flash memory, the architecture of flash memory includes a flash memory chip having a plurality of physical flash memory planes. Further, one of physical flash memory planes is composed of hundreds of flash memory blocks wherein the memory capacity of a flash memory block is in a range from 16 KB to 128 KB.

Please refer to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 is a management architecture of the conventional flash memory. There are many kinds of management methods of the flash memory. However, while implementing the management methods, it is required to establish a mapping table (abbreviated as “MT”, or named as address translation table) having logical addresses (LAS) and physical addresses (PAS) in the flash memory. Furthermore, before using the flash memory, it is necessary to construct a mapping table and store the mapping table in the random access memory (RAM) to be inquired so that the flash memory can be operated in the manner of management architecture shown in FIG. 1. However, considering the manufacturing cost of the flash memory, the capacity of the random access memory (RAM) is limited. Thus, if the storage space for storing the mapping table is greater than the physical storage space of the random access memory (RAM), the management method of the flash memory needs to be changed.

Please refer to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a flow chart of management method of the conventional flash memory. The management method adopts a way of on-demand fetching. That is, when the host submits an inquiry request, the management method constructs a mapping table partially associated with the inquiry request, or fetches the mapping table partially associated with the inquiry request to be stored in the random access memory (RAM). The management method then starts to inquire the mapping table. Therefore, it is not necessary to save the whole mapping table to the random access memory (RAM). The detailed steps are described as follows:

(1A) Start.

(2A) The host issues an access command to access the flash memory and assigns a logical access address.

(3A) The method checks the partial mapping table stored in the random access memory (RAM).

(4A) The method identifies the partial mapping table to check whether the information corresponding to the logical access address is stored. If yes, go to step (5A), and if no, proceed to step (4A1).

(4A1) The method constructs the partial mapping table having the information corresponding to the logical access address or reads the partial mapping table from the flash memory.

(4A2) The method saves the partial mapping table to the random access memory (RAM) to be inquired. If the capacity

of the random access memory (RAM) is exhausted, the temporarily unused portion of the partial mapping table is erased.

(5A) The method inquires the mapping table to acquire the physical addresses corresponding to the logical access address.

(6A) The method accesses the flash memory based on the physical addresses.

(7A) End.

However, for the purpose of decreasing the access response time by reducing the time of the on-demand fetching when constructing the partial mapping table, it is required to divide the mapping table into a plurality of regions and only a portion of regions correspond to a specific range of physical memory addresses. While the host reads the data on the specific range, the specific range of physical memory addresses is scanned in order to construct the partial mapping table including the specific range of physical memory addresses.

As shown in FIG. 3, a plurality of logical blocks having a smaller address range corresponds to a flash memory plane having a greater address range. For example, a flash memory plane is composed of the amount of 512 physical memory blocks (PBA), which are assigned as the numbers “0” to “511”. A plurality of logical blocks (LAB) are assigned as the numbers “0” to “499” and total amount of logical blocks is 500. The logical blocks (LAB) corresponds to the physical memory blocks. The additional twelve physical memory blocks serves as the function of out-place update or as a buffer region if some bad blocks are located within the physical memory blocks (PBA). The term of out-place update means that the new data is written to different regions for reducing the updated time when updating a new memory block. The bad blocks are native defects in the flash memory after the flash memory are manufactured or used. FIG. 3 shows the partial mapping table in the mapping table to be inquired by the logical blocks (LAB) including numbers “0” to “499”.

If the host accesses a block, e.g. number “496”, in the logical block (LAB) and the mapping table shown in FIG. 3 is not stored in the random access memory (RAM), it is required to scan numbers “0” to “511” of the physical memory blocks (PBA) in the flash memory for constructing the mapping table within the random access memory (RAM). Then, the host inquires the mapping table and identifies that the data of the number “496” in the logical block (LAB) is stored in the number “69” of the physical memory blocks (PBA). Finally, the data of the number “69” in the physical memory blocks (PBA) can be accessed.

The feature of the above-mentioned method is only applicable to the random access memory (RAM) with a large capacity. The disadvantage is that it takes a lot of time to make on-demand fetching or scan the flash memory for constructing different partial mapping tables when the addresses accessed by the host are variable from time to time. Moreover, such situation becomes more severe if the capacity of the flash memory is increased.

Additionally, within the physical memory blocks (PBA) of the partial mapping table, if the amount of bad blocks in the physical memory blocks (PBA) is greater than the amount of the effective blocks in the partial mapping table, some logical blocks (LAB) cannot correspond to the addresses of the physical memory blocks (PBA), thereby resulting in data-storing errors of the flash memory. Further, the file system of the flash memory is damaged and all the data are thus lost. For example, if there are twelve or more bad blocks of the physical memory blocks (PBA) in the flash memory plane, the above situation occurs.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One objective of the present invention is to provide a management method for reducing the utilization rate of random
access memory (RAM) while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory so that the requirement of the random access memory is decreased to be applicable to the portable device having limited random access memory (RAM).

Another objective of the present invention is to provide a management method for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory. If the bad blocks in the flash memory exceed a predetermined threshold amount, e.g. twelve bad blocks in a physical flash memory plane, the management method is capable of maintaining the data-accessing reliable and correct.

According to the objectives, the present invention sets forth a management method for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory. A logical set is constructed from a plurality of physical memory blocks in the flash memory. A logical set is constructed from a plurality of logical blocks wherein the data stored in the logical set are stored in the physical memory set. Further, the data stored in each of the logical blocks are stored in one number of physical memory blocks. A mapping table is constructed and includes a hash function, a logical set table, a physical memory set table, and a set status table for managing the relationship among the physical memory sets, physical memory blocks, and logical blocks while reading data from or writing data to the flash memory. Further, the management method operates and maintains the physical memory sets, the physical memory blocks, and the logical blocks at a level so that the utilization rate of random access memory is reduced to decrease the access capacity of the random access memory while operating the physical memory blocks and the logical blocks of the flash memory. Therefore, the management method is capable of reducing the utilization rate of random access memory to increase the reliability and correctness of the data-accessing procedures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this invention will become more readily appreciated as the same becomes better understood by a reference to the following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a management architecture of the conventional flash memory;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of management method of the conventional flash memory;
FIG. 3 is a mapping table of physical memory blocks and logical blocks in the conventional flash memory;
FIG. 4 illustrates an architecture definition view of the flash memory according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 illustrates a data architecture view of the hash function in the mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates a data architecture view of the logical set table in the mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 illustrates a data architecture view of the physical memory sets in the mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8A illustrates a data architecture view of the set status table in the mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8B illustrates a data architecture view of the status presentation sequence of the set status table according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flow chart of management method for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory (RAM) in the flash memory according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a flow chart of writing data and updating the mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 11A-11B are detailed flow charts of writing the updated mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention; and
FIGS. 12A-12B are detailed flow charts of reading the data indices according to one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Please refer to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 illustrates an architecture definition view of a management method used in flash memory for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory (RAM) according to one embodiment of the present invention. The physical memory set “S” or “S” includes the amount “m” of physical memory blocks “PM1” to “PBM” in the flash memory 100, and the logical set “L” or “L” includes the amount “n” of logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN”. The data in the same logical set are stored in the same physical memory set wherein the amount “n” is smaller than or equal to the amount “m”. The data stored in each of the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN” are not necessarily stored in a specific number of physical memory blocks.

That is, while writing or updating a logical block “LABA”, the logical block address (LBA) corresponds to the physical memory set “S” after inquiring a mapping table 10. The mapping table 10 includes a hash function 11, a logical set table 12, a physical memory set table 13, and a set status table 14.

If the logical block “LABA” has no written data, one physical memory block “PBC” is selected from the physical memory set “S” and the data are written to the physical memory block “PBC”. If the logical block “LABA” has written data and the written data are stored in the physical memory blocks “PBC” of the physical memory set “S”, and the physical memory set “S” includes another unused physical memory block “PBD”, new data are written into the physical memory block “PBD” and the content of the physical memory block “PBC” are set as invalidation status. In this case, if there is no physical memory blocks “PH1” to “PBM” in the physical memory set “S”, the management method performs a step of garbage collection. In other words, the management method searches an unused physical memory set “S” in the flash memory 100 and copies the effective data stored in the physical memory blocks “PH1” to “PBM” of the physical memory set “S” to the unused physical memory set “S”. Then, the physical memory set “S” is released and the management method starts to update the mapping table 10.

FIG. 5 illustrates a data architecture view of the hash function 11 in the mapping table 10 of a management method used in flash memory for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory according to one embodiment of the present invention. The hash function 11 serves as a divider for receiving the logical addresses “LAI” to “LAN” from the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN” to be the input values. After the divider performs the dividing operation, the hash function 11 outputs two values including a quotient, i.e. logical set number 111, and a remainder, i.e. an inter-set number 112.
FIG. 6 illustrates a data architecture view of the logical set table 12 in the mapping table 10 of the management method used in the flash memory for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory according to one embodiment of the present invention. The logical set table 12 records each of the physical memory set numbers “SN” in the physical memory set “S” corresponding to each logical set number 111. As shown in FIG. 6, the fifth logical set number 111 corresponds to the eighth physical memory set number “SN”.

FIG. 7 illustrates a data architecture view of the physical memory set table 13 in the mapping table 10 of the management method used in the flash memory for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory according to one embodiment of the present invention. The physical memory set table 13 records each current set status index “SI” of each physical memory set numbers “SN”. As shown in FIG. 6, the current set status index “SI” of the eighth physical memory set numbers “SN” is “3”.

Please refer to FIGS. 8A and 8B. FIG. 3A illustrates a data architecture view of the set status table 14 in the mapping table 10 of the management method used in the flash memory for reducing the utilization rate of random access memory according to one embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 8B illustrates a data architecture view of the status presentation sequence of the set status table according to one embodiment of the present invention. The data-storing statuses associated with the physical memory sets “S” and “S’” are listed in the set status table 14 to be inquired by one set status index “SI”. In one embodiment, since the content listed in the set status table 14 is invariant, the set status table 14 can be written to the drive or firmware and recorded into the read-only memory (ROM), wherein the drive or firmware is capable of controlling the flash memory. In another case, the set status table 14 can be immovably written to the memory transformation layer of the flash memory. The set status table 14 is described as follows:

(1) If the amount “m” of logical blocks “LABI” to “LABN”, i.e., one logical set, corresponds a physical memory set “S” or “S’”, including the amount “m” of physical memory blocks wherein the amount “m” is smaller than the amount “m”, the hash function 111 operates one of the logical addresses “LABI” to “LAN” and generates an inter-set number 112 which is an integer between 0 and (n-1).

(2) The data-storing statuses of the physical memory set “S” or “S’” are stored in the set status table 14. FIG. 8A shows the amount “P” of data-storing statuses wherein each data-storing status is represented by one of the status presentation sequences “141” to “141P”.

(3) Referring to FIG. 8B, a status presentation sequence “141” has the amount “m” of status presentation elements “1411” to “141M”. The length of each of the presentation elements “1411” to “141M” is represented by the formula (unit: bits): Ceiling (log (n+2)), and thus the length of the status presentation sequence “141” is represented by the formula (unit: bits): m×Ceiling (log (n+2)). If the length is represented by decimal format, the value of each status presentation elements “1411” to “141M” is an integer between zero and (n+1). For an example of the set status table 14 in FIG. 8A, four logical blocks are mapped to the physical memory set ‘S’ having six physical memory blocks “PB1” to “PB6”. Further, the integer “6” represents the unused physical memory blocks and the integer “1” represents the physical memory blocks with invalidation or bad blocks. If the set status index “SI” of the physical memory set “S” is “3”, the status presentation sequence 144 is “666002” after inquiring the mapping table. That is, the first physical memory block “PB1” of the physical memory set “S” includes the number “2” of logical block in the inter-set number 112, the second physical memory block “PB2” includes the number “0” of logical block in the inter-set number 112 and the rest of physical memory blocks are unused.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of management method for reducing the utilization rate of the random access memory in the flash memory according to one embodiment of the present invention. The management method includes the following steps (20) to (27):

(20) Start.

(21) A plurality of physical memory blocks in the flash memory constructs a physical memory set.

(22) A plurality of logical blocks constructs a logical set and the data stored in the same logical set are stored in the same physical memory set. The data stored in the amount “m” of logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN” of logical set “L” or “L’” are stored in the same physical memory set “S” or “S’”.

Further, the data stored in each of the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN” are not necessarily stored in a specific number of physical memory blocks.

(23) A data-accessing table is defined and located between the logical block and the physical memory set. During the step (22), a mapping table 10 is defined and located between the physical memory set “S” or “S’” and the logical blocks LAB1 to LABN. The mapping table 10 includes a hash function 111, a logical set table 12, a physical memory set table 13, and a set status table 14.

(24) The management method determines whether the data are read from or written to the flash memory 100. If the data are read, proceed to step (25). If the data are written, proceed to step (26).

(25) The management method writes the data to the flash memory 100 and updates the mapping table 10. Based on the relationship of the mapping table between the physical memory set “S” or “S’” and the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN”, the data are written to the flash memory 100 and the mapping table 10 is updated.

(26) The management method reads the data indices. Based on the relationship of the mapping table between the physical memory set “S” or “S’” and the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN”, the management method reads the data from the flash memory 100.

(27) End.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart of writing data and updating the mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention. The flow chart in FIG. 10 shows the detailed procedures in step (25) of FIG. 9 and further includes the following steps (251) to (259):

(251) Start.

(252) The host issues an access command to access the flash memory and assigns a specific logical block address. That is, the host issues the access command and writes the accessed data to at least one of the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN”.

(253) The management method inquires the mapping table 10 to identify the corresponding physical memory set based on the logical block address. In other words, based on the logical addresses “LAB1” to “LAN” from the logical blocks “LAB1” to “LABN” in step (252), the management method inquires the mapping table 10 to identify the physical memory set “S” or “S’”.

(254) The management method determines whether unused physical memory blocks are located in the physical memory set “S” or “S’”. If yes, proceed to step (255), and if no, proceed step (2541).
The management method searches at least one unused physical memory set. That is, the management method searches the unused physical memory set “S”, as shown in FIG. 4.

The management method copies the effective data of the physical memory block in the original physical memory set to the unused physical memory set and releases the original physical memory set. In other words, the management method copies the effective data stored in the physical memory block “PAI” to “PAM” of the physical memory set “S” to the physical memory blocks “PBI” to “PBM” of the unused physical memory set “S” during the step (2541).

The management method acquires at least one unused physical memory block in the physical memory set. That is, during the step (2542) or (253), the management method acquires unused one of physical memory blocks “PBI” to “PBM” in the unused physical memory set “S”.

The management method writes the data to the physical memory block. That is, the management method writes the data to unused one of the physical memory blocks “PBI” to “PBM” during step (255).

The management method updates the mapping table. That is, the management method updates the hash function 11, the logical set table 12, the physical memory set table 13, and the set status table 14 of the mapping table 10.

End.

FIGS. 11A-11B are detailed flow charts of writing the updated mapping table according to one embodiment of the present invention. The flow chart in FIGS. 11A-11B show the detailed procedures in step (257) of FIG. 10 and further includes the following steps (281) to (294):

Start.

The host issues an access command to access the flash memory and writes the data to an assigned logical block address or updates the data stored in a logical block address.

The hash function operates the logical block address to generate the logical set number and the inter-set number.

Based on the logical set number the management method inquires the logical set table 12 in the random access memory for generating the physical memory set number “SN” corresponding to the logical block address.

Based on the physical memory set number, the management method inquires the physical memory set table 13 for generating the set status index of the physical memory set.

Based on the set status index, the management method inquires the invariant set status table 14 for generating the status presentation sequence of the physical memory set.

The management method determines whether at least one unused physical memory block is located in the physical memory sets. If no, proceed to step 288, and if yes, proceed step 291.

The management method searches one unused physical memory set.

The management method copies the effective data of the physical memory block in the original physical memory set to the unused physical memory set, releases the original physical memory set, and updates the logical set table and the physical memory set table.

The management method searches unused one of the physical memory blocks in the unused physical memory set.

The new data are written to the unused one of the physical memory blocks.

Based on the updated set status, a status presentation sequence is constructed.

The management method updates the physical memory set table.

End.
the physical memory set and the logical blocks during the step (b), wherein the mapping table comprises a hash function, a logical set table, a physical memory set table, and a set status table, wherein the physical memory set table records a plurality of set status indexes corresponding to a plurality of physical memory sets, and a plurality of data-storing statuses associated with the physical memory sets are listed in the set status table to be inquired by the set status indexes, and wherein a quotient of the hash function based on the logical blocks is a logical set number, and a remainder of the hash function is an inter-set number;

(d) determining whether the data are either read from or written to the flash memory, wherein if the data are read from the flash memory, proceed to step (f), and if the data are written to flash memory, proceed to step (e);

(e) writing the data to the mapping memory and updating the mapping table, wherein the data are written to the flash memory and the mapping table is updated based on the relationship of the mapping table between the physical memory set and the logical blocks; and

(f) reading an index of the data, wherein the data stored in the flash memory are read based on the relationship of the mapping table between the physical memory set and the logical blocks.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the hash function of the mapping table in step (d) is a divider.

3. The method of claim 1, during the step (e), further comprising the steps of:

(e1) issuing an access command for accessing the flash memory by a host and assigning a logical block address, wherein the host issues the access command and writes the accessed data to at least one of the logical blocks;

(e2) inquiring the mapping table for identifying the physical memory set based on the logical block address during the step (e1);

(e3) determining whether unused physical memory blocks are located in the physical memory set, wherein if yes, proceed to step (e4), and if no, proceed step (e31);

(e31) searching at least one unused physical memory set;

(e32) copying the effective data of the physical memory block in the physical memory set to the unused physical memory set during the step (e31), and releasing the physical memory set;

(e4) acquiring at least one unused physical memory block in the physical memory set during the step either (e32) or (e2);

(e5) writing the data to the physical memory block for recording the data to unused one of the physical memory blocks during the step (e4); and

(e6) updating the mapping table for renewing the hash function, the logical set table, the physical memory set table, and the set status table of the mapping table.

4. The method of claim 3, during the step (e6), further comprising the steps of:

(e61) issuing an access command for accessing the flash memory by the host and writing the data to an assigned logical block address, or updating the data stored in the logical block address;

(e62) operating the logical block address for generating the logical set number and the inter-set number by the hash function;

(e63) inquiring the logical set table in the random access memory (RAM) based on the logical set number for generating the physical memory set number corresponding to the logical block address;

(e64) inquiring the physical memory set table based on the physical memory set number for generating the set status index of the physical memory set;

(e65) inquiring the set status table of the mapping table based on the set status index for generating a status presentation sequence of the physical memory set;

(e66) determining whether at least one unused physical memory block is located in the physical memory sets, wherein if no, proceed to step (e67), and if yes, proceed step (e70);

(e67) searching one unused physical memory set;

(e68) copying the effective data of the physical memory block in the physical memory set to the unused physical memory set, releasing the physical memory set, and updating the logical set table and the physical memory set table;

(e69) searching unused one of the physical memory blocks in the unused physical memory set;

(e70) writing the new data to the unused one of the physical memory blocks;

(e71) constructing the status presentation sequence based on the updated set status; and

(e72) updating the physical memory set table.

5. The method of claim 1, during the step (f), further comprising the steps of:

(f1) issuing an access command by a host to access the flash memory and reading the data from an assigned logical block address;

(f2) operating the logical block address by a hash function for generating the logical set number and the inter-set number;

(f3) inquiring the logical set table in the random access memory (RAM) based on the logical set number during the step (f2) for generating the physical memory set number corresponding to the logical block address;

(f4) inquiries the physical memory set table based on the physical memory set number during the step (f3) for generating the set status index of the physical memory set;

(f5) inquiring the set status table based on the set status index during the step (f4) for generating a status presentation sequence of the physical memory set;

(f6) searching the status presentation sequence to determine whether at least one value of the status presentation element in the status presentation sequence is the same as the inter-set number in the sets, wherein if yes, proceed step (f7), and if no, proceed to the step (f61);

(f61) reporting errors or returning the data size of an empty block, and proceeding to end; and

(f7) reading the data on the block "i-th" and returning the data if the value in the status presentation element "i-th" is the same as the inter-set number.